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P

umping applications with high head, surge
tanks, or multiple pumps, have long proved a
challenge to system operators trying to minimize line surges resulting from slamming check
valves.
Only one real cause exists for slamming check
valves -- reverse flow. The impact of the
reverse flow is direct and proportional, the
faster the reverse flow, the more violent the
slam. If reverse flow through the check valve is
allowed to develop, the reverse flow will slam
the disc into the seat and create a loud water
hammer or surge.

Now system operators have the
solution...the SURGEBUSTER®!
The newest member of the
Swing-Flex® family.

stainless steel mechanism that closes the valve
disc rapidly thus avoiding slamming by flow
reversal and yet allowing the disc to be stabilized under flow conditions. The accelerator is
fully enclosed within the valve and completely
out of the flow path (Figures 1 & 2).

VAL-MATIC SURGEBUSTER® VALVE

Figure 1

CONVENTIONAL SWING
CHECK VALVE

The SURGEBUSTER® is a swing check valve that
fully meets ANSI/AWWA C508. But here is
where the similarities to traditional swing check
valves end.
The SURGEBUSTER® achieves rapid closure
through a short disc stroke of 35° and
adjustable Disc Accelerator™. The short disc
stroke is less than half the typical 80° to 90°
stroke of a conventional swing check valve. It
is achieved by placing the valve seat on a 45°
angle while maintaining a full flow area equal
to the mating pipe (Figures 1 & 2.)
The Disc Accelerator™ is a precision formed

Unfortunately, while outside levers and weights
help solve one problem, they create two others.
Increased headloss and maintenance are
inevitable with traditional swing check valves.
Pulling the disc down into the flow creates a
blockage in the line and causes tremendous
headloss and turbulence. With the disc oscillating in the flow, the shaft, bearings, and shaft
seal are all subjected to severe wear and
reduced service life.
In many applications, even this approach has
proven ineffective and led to the inclusion of an
air cushion cylinder. The air cushion is attached
to the weight or spring powered lever that is
pulling the disc down. The traditional air cushion on the other hand is working in reverse by
slowing the disc through its full stroke and
allowing reverse flow to build. The end result,
especially on fast flow reversal systems, is a
slamming check valve and water hammer.
The SURGEBUSTER® with its short 35-degree
stroke and Disc Accelerator™ provide fast closure thereby preventing slam and the resultant
surge without obstructing flow or the need for
maintenance.

Figure 2
Traditional swing check valves use outside
levers with weights or springs in an attempt to
reduce slam. By doing so, they pull the disc
down into the flow and reduce the length of the
disc stroke so that it closes faster.

Val-Matic is so confident in the SURGEBUSTER’S
non-slam performance that we guarantee* the
valve will outperform any air cushion swing
check valve with weight and lever.
*Warranty details available upon request.

Optional Accessories
BACKFLOW ACTUATOR -- Available for
use when manual backflow operation is
required. Most commonly used for priming
pumps, back flushing, draining lines, and
system testing. The Val-Matic Backflow
Actuator can be provided at the time of
valve purchase or for field installation at a
later date.

RUBBER LINING -- Unlike conventional
swing check valves, the SURGEBUSTER®
Check Valve is designed to accept synthetic
or natural rubber lining. Body lining coupled with synthetic Memory-Flex™ discs
makes the SURGEBUSTER® ideally suited for
systems containing abrasive or corrosive
fluids.
DISC POSI TION INDICATOR -- The cover
mounted disc position indicator provides
clear indication of the valve’s disc position.
A SCADA compatible limit switch can also
be provided. Both can be provided at the
time of valve purchase or for field installation at a later date.
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SURGEBUSTER ® Swing Check Valve Specification
1.1 This specification is intended to cover
the design, manufacture, and testing of 2
in. (50 mm) through 36 in. (900 mm)
SURGEBUSTER Swing Check Valves suitable for cold working pressures of 250
psig (1025 kPa) (150 psig for 30 in. and
larger) in water, wastewater, abrasive, and
slurry service.
1.2 The Check Valve shall be of the full
body flanged type, with a full size domed
access cover and only two moving parts,
the flexible disc and the disc accelerator.

St andards and Appro vals
2.1 The valves shall be designed, manufactured and tested in accordance with
American Water Works Association
Standard ANSI/AWWA C508.

Connect ions
3.1 Valves shall be provided with flanges
in accordance with ANSI B16.1, Class 125.

Desi gn
4.1 The valve body shall have full flow
equal to nominal pipe diameter at all
points through the valve. The 4 in. (350mm)
valve shall be capable of passing a 3 in.
(75 mm) sphere. The seating surface shall
be on a 45 degree angle to minimize disc
travel. A threaded port with pipe plug
shall be provided on the bottom of the
valve to allow for field installation of a
backflow actuator without special tools or
removing the valve from the line.
4.2 The top access port shall be full size,
allowing removal of the disc without removing the valve from the line. The access cover
shall be domed in shape to provide flushing action over the disc for operation in
lines containing high solids content. A
threaded port with pipe plug shall be provided in the access cover to allow for field
installation of a mechanical, disc position
indicator.

4.3 The disc shall be of one-piece construction, precision molded with an integral oring type sealing surface, and contain alloy
steel and nylon reinforcement in the flexible hinge area. The flex portion of the disc
shall be warranted for twenty-five years.
Non-Slam closing characteristics shall be
provided through a short 35 degree disc
stroke and a disc accelerator.
4.4 The disc accelerator shall be of one
piece construction and provide rapid closure of the valve in high head applications.
The disc accelerator shall be enclosed within the valve and shall be field adjustable
and replaceable without removal of the
valve from the line. The disc accelerator
shall be securely held in place by being
captured between the cover and disc. It
shall be formed with a large radius to
allow smooth movement over the disc surface.
4.5 The valve disc shall be cycle tested
1,000,000 times in accordance with
ANSI/AWWA C508 and show no signs of
wear, cracking, or distortion to the valve
disc or seat and shall remain drop tight at
both high and low pressures. The test results
shall be independently certified.

ing of the valve during no-flow conditions.
Buna-N seals shall be used to seal the
stainless steel stem in a bronze bushing. The
backflow device shall be of the rising-stem
type to indicate position. A stainless steel Thandle shall be provided for ease of operation.
6.2 A mechanical indicator shall be provided when specified to provide disc position
indication on valves 4" and larger. The indicator shall have continuous contact with the
disc under all operating conditions to
ensure accurate disc position indication.
6.3 A pre-wired limit switch will be provided when specified to indicate open/closed
position to a remote location. The mechanical type limit switch shall be activated by
the external position indicator. The switch
shall be rated for NEMA 4, 6 or 6P and
shall have U.L. rated 5 amp, 125 or 250
VAC contacts.

Manufact ure
7.1 The manufacturer shall demonstrate a
minimum of five (5) years experience in the
manufacture of resilient hinge check valves.

5.1 The valve body and cover shall be constructed of ASTM A536 Grade 65-45-12
ductile iron. Optional body materials
include ASTM A-351 Grade CF8M,
Stainless Steel (sizes 3" through 8").

7.2 All valves shall be hydrostatically tested to C508 and seat tested to demonstrate
zero leakage. When requested, the manufacturer shall provide test certificates,
dimensional drawings, parts list drawings,
and operation and maintenance manuals.
Headloss data shall be certified by independent third party test reports.

5.2 The disc shall be precision molded
Buna-N (NBR), ASTM D2000-BG. Optional
disc material includes Viton.

7.3 The exterior and interior of the valve
shall be coated with an NSF approved
fusion bonded epoxy coating.

5.3 The disc accelerator shall be type 302
stainless steel.

7.4 SURGEBUSTER Swing Check Valves
shall be Series #7200 as manufactured by
Val-Matic Valve & Mfg. Corporation,
Elmhurst, IL, USA or approved equal.

Materials

Options
6.1 A screw-type backflow actuator shall
be provided when specified to allow open-
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